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Bispec General Description
The following is a description of BI-SPEC, a nonlinear spectral analysis
program that performs bi-directional dynamic time-history analysis of a
simple pendulum system, or a series of dynamic analyses resulting in a
"Bidirectional Nonlinear Spectrum", or a set of such spectra.

The program offers great flexibility for changing the dynamic properties of
the dynamic system, and the nonlinear properties of the nonlinear element.
The program currently supports several element models (on page 31): a linear
model, two nonlinear models: Bilinear, and Bilinear with Degrading
Stiffness, and a plasticity-based bilinear element with bidirectional
interaction.

Linear spectral analysis can be performed by specifying multiple frequencies
(see "Main Dialog" on page 13). Ranges of strengths could also be specified
in nonlinear analysis resulting in "Constant Strength Spectra". The program
can also perform target searches for ductility resulting in "Constant Ductility
Spectra".
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Typographical Conventions
Before you start using this guide, it is important to understand the terms and
typographical conventions used in the documentation.

For more information on specialized terms used in the documentation, see the
Glossary at the end of this document.

The following kinds of formatting in the text identify special information.

Formatting convention Type of Information
Triangular Bullet(Ø) Step-by-step procedures. You can follow these

instructions to complete a specific task.

Special Bold Items you must select, such as menu options,
command buttons, or items in a list.

Emphasis Use to emphasize the importance of a point or for
variable expressions such as parameters.

CAPITALS Names of keys on the keyboard. for example,
SHIFT, CTRL, or ALT.

KEY+KEY Key combinations for which the user must press and
hold down one key and then press another, for
example, CTRL+P, or ALT+F4.
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Copyright © 1999 - All rights reserved

Due to continued product development this information may change without
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confidential between the provider and the user and remains the exclusive
property of the software provider. If you find any problems in the
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BI-SPEC provides a user-friendly interface for inputting different analysis
parameters, and viewing results graphically. Most of the decisions and inputs
are made in one screen – the  Main Dialog (on page 13) screen. The
earthquakes to be used can be specified using the Earthquake Dialog (on
page 23). The program allows the user to interactively test the element model
to be used by performing a pushover on the element and observing hysteresis
curves and interaction plots in the Model Testing Dialog (see "Model
Testing" on page 19).

In This Chapter
Main Dialog.....................................................................13
Analysis Options Dialog ..................................................17
Model Testing..................................................................19
Earthquake Group Dialog.................................................21
Earthquake Dialog ...........................................................23
Earthquake File Selection Dialog .....................................27
Earthquake Plot Dialog ....................................................29

C H A P T E R  2

Interface
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Main Dialog
Most of the analysis parameters are entered via the Main Dialog box window.
The user can see all of the required entries for each analysis type.

Figure 1: Main Dialog (with About Window)

 
 

The analysis type can be determined by making a number of major
selections:

1 Problem Type: User makes selection on the type of analysis problem:

§ Linear Vs. Nonlinear

§ Unidirectional vs. Bi-directional

2 Single Analysis vs. Spectral Analysis

§  General Properties:

§ Mass [Kip.sec2/in]

§ Damping [% of critical]

§ P- D ratio, which is a positive number (between 0 and 1) defined as
(P/L)/ K, where K is the gross stiffness of the system.
This represents the stiffness reduction due to P-D.

3 Model Type: The nonlinear model to be used. Options are:

§ Bilinear model
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§ Stiffness-degrading model

§ Bilinear model with bidirectional interaction

4 Nonlinear Properties:

§ Model Type: Bilinear vs. Stiffness Degrading

§ K2/K1 ratio, where K1 and K2 are the gross stiffnesses in directions
1 and 2 respectively

§ Y2/Y1 ratio, where Y stands for Yield Strength (positive or negative)

§ Yneg/Ypos ratio, where Yneg and Ypos are the positive and negative
yield strengths respectively

5 Model Properties: The user can specify the model properties individually
for the two directions

§ Stiffness K, the gross stiffness [Kips/in]

§ Positive Yield Ypos [Kips]

§ Negative Yield Yneg [Kips]

§ Positive hardening ratio (Khpos/K), where Khpos is the hardening
stiffness in the positive direction

§ Negative hardening ratio (Khneg/K), where Khneg is the hardening
stiffness in the negative direction

6 Period/Frequency range for spectral analysis. The user specifies:

§ The first value in the range

§ The last value in the range

§ The total number of values in the range

§ Type of value: Period vs. Frequency

§ How the intermediate values are obtained: Linear vs. Logarithmic
generation

7 Target Strength/Ductility range for nonlinear spectral analysis. The user
specifies:

§ The first value in the range

§ The last value in the range

§ The total number of values in the range

§ Type of value: Absolute Strength [Kips], Normalized Strength,
Constant R (Elastic Force/Yield Force) or Ductility ? .
The normalized strength is eta = ?  = Absolute Strength / (Mass x
PGA)

§ How the intermediate values are obtained: Linear vs. Logarithmic
generation
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This dialog also has a few buttons that are:

1 The "Define Earthquakes" Button : brings up the Earthquake Group
Dialog (on page 21).

2 The "Test Model" Button: Opens the Model Testing Dialog (see "Model
Testing" on page 19).

3 The "Run Analysis" Button: This button invokes the analysis (see
"Dynamic Analysis" on page 39), and the display of the result window.

4 The "Analysis Options" Button: Opens the Analysis Options Dialog.

5 The "Help" Button: Opens Help for Bispec.

6 The "Exit" Button: Quits Bispec.
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Analysis Options Dialog
Allows the user to control the dynamic analysis by:

1 Specifying the integration method.

2 Specifying the time step.

3 Specifying the failure criteria.

Figure 1: Analysis Optoins Dialog
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Model Testing
This dialog can be called from the  by pressing the "View Model" button.
The window allows the user to "push" the pendulum around in 1-D or 2-D
space in one plot (Top Left), and watch the 2-D forces in another plot (Top
Right), as well as the hysteretic curves in both directions in two separate
plots (Bottom). This happens whenever the mouse moves when the "real
time" checkbox is on. If the "real time" checkbox is off, the user can click on
a location on the plot and a straight path is followed from the last point to the
new point, and the chart waits for the next click.

Figure 1: Model Testing Dialog
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Earthquake Group Dialog
The Earthquake Group Dialog is a powerful tool that allows the user to enter
more than one earthquake for spectral analysis, and save those records so
they can be retrieved at any time without going through the selection of
individual records.

The dialog is comprised of two major sections:

1 The top section shows the current default earthquake couple (two
components) to be used in a single analysis (on page 41), the couple can
be specified or changed by reading one or two new earthquake
components using the Earthquake Dialog (on page 23). Alternatively,
the couple can be copied by a press of a button from a group of
earthquakes.

2 The bottom section shows the current "earthquake group", a group of
ground motions that can be edited with ground motions added or
removed, and with no limit on the number of earthquakes that can be
included (except for practical limitations on memory usage) ! Each
component is read using the Earthquake Dialog (on page 23), or can be
assigned from the default earthquake couple (above). The convenience
however, is that this group can then be saved to the hard disk, and can be
accessed at any later time. Different groups can be constructed and saved.
When more than one earthquake couple is included in a group, spectra
are computed indivudually for each couple, and the mean and standard
deviation of the whole group is also computed. See Spectral Analysis (on
page 47).

 When saving earthquake groups, only information about the file that stores
the data are saved, in addition to other information on how the record is
scaled, the units used, etc. This means that whenever the group file is opened
and is to be used, the earthquake record file should be present. Bispec saves
both the file name and its path. When the group is later opened, Bispec first
looks at the original path to find the file, if the file is not found on the given
path, Bispec looks in the directory from which it was started. If the file is not
found is neither location, Bispec cannot load that earthquake,and the file
must be relocated, or deleted from the group.

It is possible to change the path of a file in case the location of a file changes.
Bispec also offers the option of changing the path of all the records in the
group at the same time by using the "Change Paths" button.
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 Figure 1: Earhtquake Group Dialog
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Earthquake Dialog
Another important input dialog is the Earthquake Dialog, in which the user
can input 1 or 2 earthquake records for use in unidirectional or bi-directional
analysis.

The earthquake definition dialog is vertically divided into two identical
frames, one for each earthquake. The features of each of these two will be
described in what follows:

1 General record information can be entered in three input text boxes:
Name, Filename, and Description.

2 A "View" button, which generates a Plot Dialog (see "Earthquake Plot
Dialog" on page 29) with three plots showing the acceleration, velocity
and displacement records of the current ground motion. The plots reflect
the "modified" quantities as will be described next.

3 A "Read" button starts the File Selection Dialog (see "Earthquake File
Selection Dialog" on page 27) which allows the user to pick a ground
motion file to be read.

4 Two editable quantities: Amplification and Timescale. Amplification is
the amount by which the original record is multiplied before being used.
The unchanged and changed records will be referred to as "Original" and
"Modified" respectively. The "timescale" is defined as:
dtmodified = dtoriginal / timescale, which leads to
durationmodified = durationoriginal / timescale, assuming all the data
points are used

5 Two lists of properties, one for the original and another for the modified
record. The properties are summarized in the following table, which
shows whether that quantity can be edited or not:
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Original Modified

Description Edita
ble

Description Edita
ble

N Original number of
points read from the
file

No Number of points to
be used, could be less
or equal to Noriginal

Yes

dt The assumed time
step

Yes time step size to be
used in analysis, will
affect duration if
changed, as well as
the Timescale
parameter

Yes

duration Equal to N x dt,
equivalent to
defining dt

Yes Nmodified x
dtmodified

No

Units The assumed units of
the input

Yes Units of analysis,
currently only INCH
is possible

No

Peak
Acceleration

PGA of original
record

No PGA of modified
record

Yes

Peak Velocity PGV based on
acceleration record
and dtoriginal

No PGV based on
acceleration record
and dtoriginal

Yes

Peak
Displacement

PGD based on
acceleration record
and dtoriginal

No PGD based on
acceleration record
and dtoriginal

Yes

The modified PGA, PGV and PGD can be specified resulting in the program
choosing an appropriate "amplification" for the original record. It is not
possible to specify more than one of PGA, PGV and PGD at the same time.
More control can be exercised by modifying dtmodified which will affect
PGV and PGD but not PGA. Another is filtering of the ground motion, a
function that performs that will be added in the near future.
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 Figure 1: Earthquake dialog
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Earthquake File Selection Dialog
This dialog is called from the Earthquake dialog. The windows Open File
dialog will be automatically called if the user doesn't specify a filename in
the Earthquake dialog. The user then uses the familiar Windows file picking
dialog to choose the right input motion file. It's also possible to type in the
file name in a specified box on the dialog. A name without a path description
is assumed to be in the same directory as the executable file of BiSpec.

After the file selection, the user should specify the format of the file.
Currently only two formats are supported: The SAC format which applies to
the SAC motions, and a User format, which is more general and can be
defined. If the SAC format is chosen, the user can read the record and exit the
dialog, the program will give an error message if the record is not read
correctly. However the user should check the number of points read which
the program reports to make sure the file was actually read. That's especially
the case when the User option is picked.

With the User option, three parameters have to be supplied: Lines to skip,
Number of points N, timestep dt, and Units. The first parameter is just the
number of lines that should be skipped at the beginning of the file which
could contain text description about the record, or other less relevant data.
That's meant to avoid the inconvenience of having to delete those lines. The
second parameter is the number of points to be read. The program will keep
reading values from the file until this number is reached or the end of file
reached whichever happens first. This can be used if the user is unsure of the
number of points in the record. If the user specifies a larger number than the
actual number of values in the file, this number will be replaced by the actual
number of points read. Unreasonably high values of N should not be
specified since the memory allocated is proportional to the number of points.
Timestep dt, is the assumed sampling rate of the record. The units are the
assumed units of the read values, which could be ft/sec2, in/sec2, mm/sec2,
cm/sec2, m/sec2 or g.

The user could press on the "Read File" button that reads the file, then check
that the file is read correctly and return to the previous dialog by press the
"Return" button, or combine both steps by pressing "Read File and Return".
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Figure 1: Earthquake File Selection dialog
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Earthquake Plot Dialog
Each selected record can be plotted by pressing on the "View" button. This
will produce a plot of the acceleration, velocity and displacement histories.

Figure 1: Earthquake Plot
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Different element models can be used to characterize the hysteretic behavior
of the system.
The elements available are:

1 Linear Elastic Model

2 Bilinear Model (on page 33)

3 Bilinear Model with Bidirectional Coupling

4 Stiffness Degrading Model

In This Chapter
Bilinear Model.................................................................33
Bilinear with Coupling.....................................................35
Stiffness Degrading Model...............................................37

C H A P T E R  3

Models
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Bilinear Model
Figure 1: Hysteresis Behavior for a Bilinear Model
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Figure 2: Force Interaction for a Bilinear Model
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Bilinear with Coupling
Figure 1: Hysteresis Behavior for a Bilinear Model with Coupling
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Figure 2: Force Interaction for a Bilinear Model with Coupling
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Stiffness Degrading Model
Figure 1: Hysteresis Behavior for a Bilinear Stiffness Degrading Model
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The time history analysis is performed through a function using a numerical
time stepping method. Newmark method is used along with Newton iteration.
This approach is always used for the dynamic analysis. Either single (see
"Single Analysis" on page 41) or spectral (see "Spectral Analysis" on page
47) analysis can be performed.

The single analysis dialog (see "Single Analysis" on page 41) allows the user
to look at the time histories, plot computed quantities during the whole record
in its Main Results Window (on page 43), or follow an animation (see
"Animation Window" on page 45) of the system. The spectral analysis
dialog (see "Spectral Analysis" on page 47) however only holds the spectral
(peak) values from each analysis, and allows the results to be shown in both
two-dimensional (see "2-D Spectral Analysis Results Dialog" on page 51)
(with different series) or  three-dimensional (see "3-D Spectral Analysis
Results Dialog" on page 57) space.

The single analysis function steps through the time history at a time step less
or equal to the time history digitization time step. For shorter period lengths,
that is replaced by a lower limit which is T/25. That is meant to improve the
convergence process as well as the significance of the results. Smaller values
may provide better performance in case of severe yielding, but may
significantly slow down the analysis because of the increase in the number of
time steps to be performed.

Spectral Analysis (on page 47) could be done by changing the properties of
the model or other dynamic properties and running the analysis again, or a
search could be performed to match a certain quantity, typically ductility. In a
ductility search, the strength required for elastic behavior is computed and
gradually decreased by small increments until the required ductility is
obtained. Local minima and erratic behavior require the use of a very small
steps to avoid missing the solution corresponding to the strongest possible
system.

In This Chapter
Single Analysis................................................................41
Spectral Analysis .............................................................47

C H A P T E R  4

Dynamic Analysis
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Single Analysis

Output Results
For a single dynamic analysis, once the user presses the "Shake It" button,
the analysis is performed and the result screen is called automatically with
the hysteresis plot by default. The user can plot any two quantities on the X
and Y axes. The plot data can be saved to a file by pressing the "Save Data"
button. The Animation Window (on page 45) can be called by pressing on
the "Animate" button.
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Main Results Window
For a single analysis, the computed quantities are displacement, velocity,
acceleration, total acceleration, spring force, damping force, total inertia
force. The user can pick time or any of the computed quantities for any of the
plot axes. That gives a flexibility of plotting any two quantities in terms of
each other.

When the analysis is bidirectional, two plot series are generated, one for each
direction. An exception to that is if the analysis is bidirectional and the user
picks two similar quantities, like displacement vs. displacement. BiSpec will
generate a 2D interaction plot in this case (1 series only), plotting the
displacement in direction 1 vs. the displacement in direction 2, which is the
path of the pendulum system in xy plane. The quantities to be plot on
different axes can be conveniently picked by pushing buttons below and next
to the X and Y axes of the plot. The dialog has some "shortcut" buttons to
help the user quickly generate preferred plots. Those buttons could generate:

1 Hysteresis Curve (2 curves for bidirectional)

2 Displacement interaction (only for bidirectional)

3 Velocity interaction (only for bidirectional)

4 Acceleration interaction (only for bidirectional)

5 Total Acceleration interaction (only for bidirectional)

6 Spring force interaction (only for bidirectional)

7 Damping force interaction (only for bidirectional)

8 Inertia force interaction (only for bidirectional)
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The inertia force is defined as the total acceleration multiplied by the mass.

The dialog also contains text boxes showing the maximum values of the plot
data. Four values are provided, those are maximum X and maximum Y (in
absolute terms), for both directions. Two other text boxes provide the
instantaneous coordinates pointed to by the mouse cursor. Those values
change continuously as the mouse is moved over the plot.

Figure 1: Hysteresis Plot
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Animation Window
The results can be animated in the Animation Window. The window shows
the pendulum in 3D in the upper left corner. It also shows the hysteresis and
force interaction plots, and the displacement histories. The speed of the
animation can be controlled by a slider, and varied from 1 (slow) to 25 (fast).
The actual speed will depend on the CPU speed and memory available. Three
buttons "Play", "Pause" and "Stop" can be used to control the animation.

Figure 2: Animation Window
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Spectral Analysis

Output Results
When a spectral analysis is done, all or some of the following quantities are
computed:

1 Period, T (seconds)

2 Circular Frequency, w (rad/sec)

3 Ductility

4 Sd, spectral displacement (inch)

5 Sv, spectral velocity (inch/sec)

6 Sa, spectral relative acceleration (g)

7 Sat, spectral total acceleration (g)

8 PSv, pseudo-spectral velocity = Sd.w (inch/sec)

9 PSa, pseudo-spectral acceleration  =  Sd.w2 (g)

10 Sfs, maximum spring force (Kips)

11 Sfd, maximum damping force (Kips)

12 Sfa, maximum inertia force = Sat x Mass (Kips)

13 R, the ratio of the peak elastic force to the yield capacity = Felastic/Fy

14 Eta ? , the normalized strength = Yield Force/ (Mass x PGA)
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Where PGA = Peak Ground Acceleration.

All of those quantities, plus period and/or frequency can be plotted. Any two
quantities could be plotted at a time on the X and Y axes of the plot.

When the "Shake It" button is pressed, the "Spectral Analysis Results (see
"2-D Spectral Analysis Results Dialog" on page 51)" dialog is called, and the
analysis process starts. Two progress bars at the bottom of the dialog show
the analysis progress. The lower progress bar shows progress of the whole
analysis, while the upper one shows the state of the current batch.

For example, if spectral results are desired for a combination of 40 periods
and 5 strengths, the lower progress bar can be imagined to start at 0 and
progress uniformly to 200, while the upper one would go from 1 to 5
repeatedly, once for each period until all the periods are done, that is 40 times
(See figure (see "2-D Spectral Analysis Results Dialog" on page 51)).

Required Input
The program can construct linear spectra for an earthquake. The user has to
specify the mass, the damping ratio, and the period range. The periods or
frequencies to be used can be specified by the user as a range by specifying
the minimum value, maximum value and number of periods. The user has
control on how the values are generated as they can be evenly (linearly)
spaced, or Logarithmically spaced, if it's desired to have more points at small
periods/frequencies.

For nonlinear analysis, the program currently allows the specification of two
parametric variables: Period/Frequency and Strength/Ductility allowing both
"Constant Strength" and "Constant Ductility" spectral computations. That
will result in a "matrix" of values for each of the result quantities. This is
shown graphically on the plot by using different series to represent one of the
parameters (either period/Frequency or strength/ductility). The other
parameter is represented by the number of points in the series. Any of the two
parameters could by chosen for the "series". This will mean that all the points
in a series will share the same value of that parameter. In this way, if "period"
and "strength" are the variables, the plots could be constructed as either
"constant period series" or "constant strength series".

For the bidirectional case, those values can also be plot for each direction, as
well as for the resultant (absolute maximum).
The 2 directions and the resultant could all be shown simultaneously if the
data consists of only one series (constant strength spectra with 1 strength for
example).
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Note that ranges of strength and ductility are specified similarly to periods
and frequencies, with the ability to specify linear or log spacing.

Results can be plot both in 2D (see "2-D Spectral Analysis Results Dialog"
on page 51) and 3D (see "3-D Spectral Analysis Results Dialog" on page 57).
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2-D Spectral Analysis Results Dialog
While the spectral values are being computed, the 2-D results screen is
updated with the new values.

Figure 1: Constant Strength Spectra for Displacement
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Figure 2: Constant Ductility Spectra for Normalized Strength

 
 

Data Export

Spectral analysis results can be exported from the program by writing them to
a data file. Since the program computes about 11 quantities for each analysis,
and performs a number of analyses determined by varying two parameters
(period and strength/ductility), the number of results could be very large. And
since the user might only be interested in only one quantity, it was chosen to
only save the data of the plot. The data can be written out in one of two
forms:

1 General form: where each series in the plot is written out as two columns,
for the X and Y values respectively. So if there were Ns series in the plot
with Nd number of points each , they would be written as 2Ns columns
with Nd rows in each. A first row would be added which carries the value
of the series parameter for each series.

2 Array form: That's when the X-axis is one of the parameters used for the
analysis (period for example). In this case, the X values would be shared
between all the series, and only one column would be needed for the X
values (first column) with N columns for the Y data. Again, a first row is
added which holds the parameter that differentiates series.
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The user can pick one of the applicable forms in a small dialog that is
displaced upon clicking on the "Save Data" button.

 

2D Controls

The 2D dialog has many controls to customize how the data is plot and how
the chart looks. The following outlines those controls.

Plot

Features a "3D Plot" button, which calls the 3-D plotting window, and the
"Save Data" button.

 

Series

1. A "Flip XY" button will exchange the X and Y coordinates.

2. A drop down menu (combo box) allows choosing which variable
should be used to connect points into series. This allows the use to use any of
the two parameters as the X axis variable, this can be done by selecting the
other parameter in the combo box. Simply this allows the data to be viewed
in two different ways (for same X and Y quantities). By default, BiSpec will
initialize the selection such that the minimum number of series is displayed.

3. A "Show Legend" checkbox can be turned on or off by the user to
show or hide the legend containing the values of the series parameter (for
each series). This is on by default, except when the number of series exceeds
10; BiSpec would then turn off that option when the window is created.

4. A "Show Symbol" checkbox can be turned on or off by the user to
show or hide the data symbols. Data is connected by lines. Turning on this
checkbox would add symbols at each point. This option is off by default.

 

X-Axis

Two radio push buttons provide a selection between a linear or logarithmic x-
axis scale.

Y-Axis

Two radio push buttons provide a selection between a linear or logarithmic y-
axis scale

Directions
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Three checkboxes for: Direction 1, Direction 2 and Resultant (Maximum
combination of both directions). Only Direction 1 is available for 1-D
analysis. In general, only one of the three selections can be picked. An
exception to that is when there is only one series to be plot, in which case, 1
to 3 of these boxes could be checked, and the different directions quantities
can be plot on the same chart, one series per direction.

Values

A "Snap" Check box.

Two text boxes display the coordinates corresponding to the current mouse
location above the chart. The displayed coordinates depend on whether Snap
is on or off. If Snap is off (default), the boxes show the current coordinates. If
Snap is on, the coordinates shown are those of the nearest data point to the
mouse cursor.
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2-D Chart Zooming and Control
The 2-D chart can be zoomed and moved by different keyboard and mouse
combinations.

Ø To Scale the Chart
1 Press CTRL, and hold down both mouse buttons (or middle button on 3-

button mouse).

2 Move the mouse down to increase chart size, or move the mouse up to
decrease chart size.

Ø To Move the Chart
1 Press SHIFT, and hold down both mouse buttons (or the middle button

on 3-button mouse).

2 Move the mouse to change the positioning of the chart inside the
ChartArea.

Ø To Graphics Zoom an Area of the Chart
1 Press CTRL, and hold down left mouse button.

2 Drag mouse to select zoom area and release the mouse button.

Ø To Axis Zoom the Chart: (Display axis limits when zooming)
1 Press SHIFT, and hold down left mouse button.

2 Drag the mouse to select the zoom area and release the mouse button.

Ø To Reset to Automatic Scale and Position
1 Press the "R" key to remove all scaling, moving, and zooming effects;

chart regains control of PlotArea margins.
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3-D Spectral Analysis Results Dialog
When the "Plot 3-D" button is pressed on the "2-D Spectral Analysis Results
(see "2-D Spectral Analysis Results Dialog" on page 51)" window, the "3-D
Spectral analysis Results (see "3-D Spectral Analysis Results Dialog" on
page 57)" window is called and a "Scatter Plot" is automatically generated.
The user could then generate "Surface Plots" of a desired quantity by
pressing the corresponding buttons of the Z-axis. A more detailed description
is included below.

Scatter Plot

The scatter plot is the plot that's created when the window is first opened. It's
a 3-D representation of the  in the 2-D window. The data is copied into a 3-D
chart, by making the series the Y depth of the data. Any plot could be made
into a .

Figure 1: Scatter Plot of Displacement (constant strength) for different
"Normalized Strengths" and different "Periods"
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Surface Plot

After the surface plot is displayed, the user can choose to plot any of the
quantities on the Z-axis vs. the two variable parameters as the X and Y axes.
The resulting chart is a 3-D surface plot that's color zoned depending on the
Z value of the points.

Figure 2: Surface Plot showing Displacement against "Ducitility" and
"Period" (Constant Ducility)
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3D Controls

The 3D dialog has many controls to customize how the data is plot and how
the chart looks. The following outlines those controls.

Constrained Rotations

Only one of X,Y and Z constraint can be checked at a time. When the user
interactively tries to rotate the chart, if one of the constraints is checked, the
chart would rotate about the checked axis.

3D View

Four edit boxes that serve as both input and output boxes. They allow the
user to enter the view perspective and rotations and see the results. In
addition, if the user rotates the chart using the mouse, those boxes updated
with the new values.

The "Perspective" box defines the perspective of the view. This value should
be larger than 1. A value of 1 gives maximum perspective effect, while a
large number removes all perspective effects.

X Rotation is the rotation around the horizontal axis of the screen

Y Rotation is the rotation around the axis perpendicular to the screen

Z Rotation is the rotation around the vertical axis of the screen

Z-Axis Limits

This includes an "Auto" checkbox and two edit boxes, for the minimum and
maximum limits on the z-axis. When Auto is ON, the chart automatically
determines the minimum and maximum limits on the axis, and updates the
edit boxes. When checked OFF, the chart limits will be determined by the
values entered by the user for minimum and maximum. The chart goes back
to Auto when a new plot is generated.

Directions

Three checkboxes for: Direction 1, Direction 2 and Resultant (Maximum
combination of both directions). Only Direction 1 is available for 1-D
analysis. Only one of the three selections can be picked.

Contoured

Specifies whether the top (ceiling) or bottom (floor) of the plot has contour
lines.

Zoned

Specifies whether the top (ceiling) or bottom (floor) of the plot has contour
colors.

Preview
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Can be either "Cube" or "Full". Determines whether the chart regenerates
during rotation (Full) or whether only the outline of the plot cube is shown
(Cube). When the window is created, this is usually On, unless the number of
points is more than 1000, in which case it's set to Off to avoid excessive
generation time.

Gridlines

Three checkboxes to select whether to turn gridlines On or Off on the three
planes: XY, XZ, YZ.

Contoured

Specifies whether the top (ceiling) or bottom (floor) of the plot has contour
colors.
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3-D Chart Zooming and Control
Ø Rotation

1 Hold down both mouse buttons (or middle button on a 3-button mouse)

2 To rotate freely, move mouse in the desired direction

Or, to constrain rotation along an axis, press the "X", "Y", "Z", or "E" key
and move mouse perpendicular to axis

Ø Translation
1 Press SHIFT, hold down both mouse buttons (or middle button on a 3-

button mouse)

2 Move mouse to change the positioning of the chart inside the chart area

Ø Scaling
1 Press CTRL, hold down both mouse buttons (or middle button on a 3-

button mouse)

2 Move mouse down to increase chart size, or up to decrease chart size

Ø Zooming
1 Press CTRL, hold down left mouse button

2 Drag mouse to select zoom area and release mouse button

Ø Reset to Automatic Scale and Position
1 Press the "R" key to remove all scaling, translation, and zooming effects.

Rotation is not removed.
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Figure 1: Example of Rotation, start
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Figure 2: Example of Rotation, end
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